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1 .INTR~DU~TI~N 
In recent papers [2,6), the authors have established existence and 
comparison theorems for the well known Cauchy problem for ordinary 
diferential equations without using the monotone property on the given 
system. These results are obtained under the conditions of the type which 
have been considered in the classical paper of Miiller [ 8 1. The interesting 
feature of the results established in (2,6] is the fact that the solutions of the 
Cauchy problem remain in the given sector. In this paper, we shall first 
establish existence and comparison theorems for a class of more general 
functional differential systems without using monotone property. Further we 
develop a monotone iterative technique to establish the existence of -minimal 
and maximal solutions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R” denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space with the Euclidean norm 
I/ . /I and R + denote the nonnegative real line. Let I,, = [a, b], I = (b, b + a 1, 
and a > 0 is a constant. Throughout this paper we use the notations 
J=Z,UZandx,(s)=x(t+s-b)forsEZ,,tEZ.Notethatx,EC[Z,,R”] 
for t E I. Let C’ = C’[.Z, R”], for u, w  E C’, we define the set S2 such that 
O= (z:~(t)<z<w(t), tEJ, zER”J. Let C=C[Z,,Q]. We denote that 
the range of the operator T defined on C into B by TC, where B is equal to 
R”orC[Z,,R”]orC[J,R”]anddefinethesetD,D=((t,z,y):t~Z,z~~, 
YE K}, where ZC represents the closure of TC. For convenience, we use 
the notation 1) . II,, to denote the convenient norm in B. Note that if B = R”, 
then this norm is the same as )I . (1. We use the notation (v, w) to denote the 
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segment in C[Z, R”] defined by (~7, w) = {X E C[J, R”J : v(t) ,< -u(t) ,< w(t). 
t E J). We also use the notations B(R, r) = {x E R” : d(R, x) < r) and 
B(C[&, 01, r) = (0 E qz,, R”] : d(C[I,, Q], a) < r}, where d(R. x) = 
inf,,, I/z - x(( and d(C[Z,, L?], a) = info~cl,o,R, I/o - 611, for r > 0. 
Consider the functional differential system 
-u’(t) =f(t, X(f)? TX,), x(s) = qqs), s E I,, t E I, (1) 
where TE C’[C[Z,,R”],B],fEC[ZxR” xB,R”J, $EC(Z,,,R”J. We note 
that Eq. (1) is of more general type and contains as a special case the well- 
known Cauchy problem for ordinary differential equation when TX, =x(t) 
and functional differential equation when f (t, x(t), TX,) =f(r, x(t), x,), 
whenever TX, = x,. Moreover, it contains various types of functional 
integrodifferential equations, when TX, = If: K( t, s, x(t + s - 6) ] ds, t E Z, and 
Tx,=j”iK(t, S)X(I + s- b)d/l(s). SE I,, t E Z, where /3 is a function of 
bounded variation on [a. b I. 
3. EXISTENCE AND COMPARISON THEOREMS 
In this section we shall establish existence and comparison theorems for 
Eq. (1) without any monotone hypothesis on f and T. 
We shall first prove the existence theorem for the solutions of Eq. (1). The 
idea of the proof is based upon the results in [I, Theorem 1; 3, 
Theorem 3.3.2 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let the function f (t, x, u) be continuous on Z x R” x B and 
satisfies IIf@, 9(b). T@)ll < g(ll~llo>, where g E CIR + , R + I and g(u) is 
nondecreasing in u. Assume that the solutions u(t) = u(t, 6, u,) of 
u’ = g(u), u(b) = u, > 0, (2) 
exist for all t E I. Then Eq. (1) has at least one solution x(t) deflned on the 
interval J. 
Proof: Define the sequence (x, } by 
-%(S) = 4(s), SE&, (3) 
x,(t) = 4(b), for b < t < b + a/n, (4) 
= 4(b) + (“-U’“f (s, x,,(s), TX,,) ds, 
-b 
for b+kuG(Gb+ (k+nl’a (k= 1,2y-vn)q 
n 
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where x,,,(r) = x,,(s + r - b), I E I,, s E I, and the first equation in (4) 
defines x,(t) on the interval [b, b + a/n]; the second equation in (4) defines 
x,(t) at first on the interval [b + a/n, b + 2a/n], then on the interval 
(b + 2u/n, b + 3a/nj, and so on. We note that the second equation in (4) can 
be written as 
Thus for s E I,,, Eqs. (3) and (4) can be written as 
x,(t + s - 6) = #(t + s - b), t+s-bElo, (5) 
-u,(r + s - 6) =(6(b), for 6 < t + s - 6 < 6 + u/n, (6) 
for r+s--6>6+:. 
Taking sup norm over s in (5~(6) and using the condition on f we have 
m(t) = ;,ulp llx,(f + s - b)ll 
0 
s(ll -r ntu -n,‘n,llo) du 
.I-n/n 
= II aJ + lb dll-~,A) dL! 
6 11~11” + j-tm*~llJ) da 
-b 
G ll~llo + 1-l g(m(~)) dL’. 
.b 
Choosing [I$[/,, < u,,. and using the comparison theorem (see. 
(5. Theorem 5.3.1 I), we obtain 
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where r(t, b, u,) is the maximal solution of Eq. (2) existing on I. Relation (7) 
implies the boundedness of the sequence {x,) on J. Moreover, since r(t, 6, u,) 
is nondecreasing on Z, we have for any C, < t, such that t, - c, is small, 
G jt’ g(llxncu-n,n,M du 
. t2 
< I’l’ c&(u)) du 
.t2 
= r(f, , b, u,) - r(f,, 6, u,,) < E, 
where E > 0 is arbitrary small. Hence, the sequence {x,} is equicontinuous 
on J. Therefore, by Ascoli’s theorem, it contains a subsequence (xn,} which 
converges uniformly on J to a continuous function x(f) on J. If we take 
k-+ co in the relations 
then we have 
X”,(S) = &I- s E I, 
x,,(f) = cW)v for b(t<b+a/n,, 
= 4(b) + I’h x,@ R,) d 
-b 
.t 
- 
J 
f(s, X,,,(S), %+J ds, 
t-aln, 
for b+ka/n,<f,<b+(k+ I)a/n,, 
x(4 = WI, for fEZ,, 
= d(b) + I”f(s, x(s), TX,) ds, for f E I. 
-b 
This shows that x(f) is solution of Eq. (l), and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
Remark 1. The conclusion of Theorem 1 remains true, when g(u) = M, 
where M > 0 is a constant. 
Remark 2. We note that our Theorem 1, contains as a special case, the 
existence result for the functional differential equation of the form 
X’(f) =f(f, X(f), x,), x(s) = 9(s), SE&, f E z, (8) 
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with a = -5, b=O, TxI=xl, B=C[I,,R”], where r>O, and 
fE C(I x R” x \I,, R” 1, R”\ and satisfies \If(t, g)(b), $)\I < g(ll$ll,), where g 
is as defined in Theorem 1. 
We next prove the following existence result for Eq. (1) under the 
conditions of the type used in the paper of Miiller [8 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let fE C[D, R”] and satisfies Ilf(t, @(b), T$)ll < g(ll$(lO), 
where g E C[R + , R + ] and g(u) is nondecreasing in u. Assume that: 
(I) L’, w E C’, u(t) < w(t)fir t E J and u:(t) <h(t, z, Ta),for all z E f2 
and Zi = v,(t), and all u E C such that U*(S) <a(s) < W,(S) and ui(t) = a,(b) 
for s E I,, t E I; w:(t) ~~i(tl Z, Ta),for all z E R and zi = wi(t), t E I, and all 
cr E C such that u,(s) < a(s) < w,(s) and wi(t) = a,(b) for s E I,, t E I; 
(i = 1, 2,..., n). Then Eq. (1) has a solution x(t) satisfying u(t) < x(t) ,< w(t) 
for t E J whenecer u(s) < $(s) < w(s) for s E I,. 
Proof. Consider P: I X R” -+ R” defined by 
pi(t7 z) = maX(ui(t), min(zi, wi(t)}, t E I}, for ZER”, 
and 
Qit(t) = max{ui(t), minKi( w,(t)}, t E I,\ for <E C[Z,, R”I. 
Then f(t, P(t, z), T(Qi)) defines a continuous extension off on I x R” x B. 
Because of the fact that C[I,, R] is bounded and from the nature of g, one 
can conclude that f is bounded on D. Therefore, from Remark 1, 
-r’(t) =f(t, PO, x(t)), T(Qx),j h as a solution x(t) on J with x(sj = d(s) for 
s E I,. 
We show that x(t) is in D and therefore a solution of (1). For E > 0, 
consider, w,(t) = w(t) + e((b( - a + t) e and u,(t) = u(t) - e((bl - a + t) e, 
where e = (1, l,..., 1). We observe that uJs) < g(s) < w,(s) for s E I,. We 
claim that u,(t) < x(t) < w,(t) for t E I. If it is not true, then there exists a 
t, E (6, b + a] and j such that 1 <j < n, u,(t) ( x(t) < w,(t) for t E [b, tO) 
and either xj(t,) = Wcj(to) or Xj(ta) = uEj(t,), If xj(to) = wEj(t,), then we have 
L’(t) c ptt, x(t)) < w(t) for t E [b, t,l, 4s) = Q-Q), sE[,, and 
Pj(tO, x(tO)) = Mitt,,) = uj(b). Note that u E C[Z,, Q] and P(t + s - 6. 
x(t + s - b)) = Qx,(s), s E I,, t E I. Hence 
$(toj >fi(t,, Wi,, x(to))l T(Qx),,,) = x;tkJ~ 
which implies 
(9) 
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Moreover, 
Xj(43) = %j(b) and x(r) < w,(t) for c E [b, fO). (10) 
From (lo), we obtain for small h < 0, 
CxjCfO + h, - xj(fCl))lh > twcjCtO + h, - wej(rO))lh, 
which in turn implies that 
contradicting (9). If xj(fO) = UCj(t,), then we arrive at a similar contradiction. 
Therefore, v,(t) < x(f) < w,(f) for t E I. Now E + 0 yields that x(f) is in D. 
This proves the theorem. 
In order to illustrate the scope of Theorem 2 we present the following 
result in connection with the existence of a solution of functional differential 
equation (8): 
COROLLARY 1. Lef v, w E C’ and v(f) < w(f) for f E J. Lef D = 
{(t, z, u) : t E 4 z E f&y E CL fE CID, R” 1 and II f(f, 4(b), 9111 ,< g(ll #Ilo), 
where g E C[R+, R, ] and g(u) is nondecreasing in u. Suppose thaf 
v;(t) ,<h(f, z, a), for all z E R and zi = vi(t), t E Z, and all u E C such that 
V,(S) < U(S) < M'~(s) and Vi(t) = oi(b) f or s E I,, f E I; w:(t) >h(t, z, u), for 
all z E 52 and zi = wi(t), t E I. and all u E C such rhaf v((s) < o(s) ,< wr(s) 
and wi(t) = ai for s E Z,, t E Z, (i = 1, 2,..., n), hold and D(S) ( g(s) < w(s) 
for s E IO. Then Eq. (8) has a solution x(r) satisfying v(t) <x(t) < w(f) for 
t E J. 
The proof follows by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 and 
following Remark 2 with suitable modifications. We omit the details. 
We next prove the following result on functional differential inequalities 
without assuming monotone requirements on the function f and the operator 
T: 
THEOREM 3. Let f E C(Z x R” x B, R”] and assume that hypothesis (I) 
of Theorems 2 holds with nonstrict inequalities replaced by strict inequalities. 
Then, $x(t) is any solution of (1) such that L!(S) < 4(s) < w(s) for s E I,, we 
have t>(t) < x(f) < w(t) for t E J. 
Proof: Assume that the conclusion v(t) < x(f) < w(r) for f E J is false, 
whenever v(s) < 4(s) < w(s) for s E Z,,. Then there exists a f0 > b and index i 
such that 1 < i ,< n for i #j, vi(t) < xi(t) or x,(f) < wi(t) for b < t < t,, and 
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ui(&) = x,(t,) or xi(t,) = w,(t,,) and tjj(t) < xi(t) or xi(t) < ,vj(t) for b < f ,< rO. 
This implies that 
443) Q ad < WOO), (11) 
and tl&) < q(s) < w&), s E I,,, and either 
ui(to) = xi(to) = o,(b) or xi@,) = wi( to) = ai( b). 
where u(s) = x,~(s), s E I,. Thus we have either 
Wo) <./&I, &J, Tx,J = X:(&J. 
or 
(12) 
(13) 
w:(&‘) >“&(f,, X(f,), TX,“) = X:(4)). (14) 
By following the standard argument, however, we observe that either 
ui(fJ > x&) or -q&J > r((t,), 
which is a contradiction to our assumption. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Our next result deals with a comparison theorem which offers better 
bounds under much weaker assumptions, 
THEOREM 4. Let f E C[Z X R” X B, R”] and assume that hypothesis (I) 
of Theorem 2 holds. Further assume: 
(II) the function f satisfies the condition 
Ilf 0. x. u) -f (6 x, @II < L(r)[llx -41 + /Iu - 4lol 7 
whehever x, FE B(S2, r), u, GE B(C[Z,, Q], r), for r > 0. where L(r) > 0 is a 
consfanf; 
(III) the operator T satisfies the condition 
II T4 - pi% < M(r)ll4 - ?dl,. 
wheneuer $, FE B(C[Z,, Q], f or r > 0, where M(r) > 0 is a constant. Then, if 
x(f) is aql solution of (1) such that u(s) < C(s) < w(s) for s E I,. we have 
v(f) < x(f) < w(f), for f E J. 
Proof. Consider G(f) = w(f) + (&/~)~genL”‘i”~“‘r”“-h~n’, 5(f) = u(f) - 
(Elfi) Y. e nL(r)[l tMfr)l(f-b-a) where y. = (1, l,..., l), 0 < E < r. Let Pj(f, x) = 
max (pi(t), min(x,, wi(f)}, t ;I}, for x E R” and each i, and 
Qi6(f) = maX{ui(f), min{C(t). W;tf)17 t E IO\, for CE C[Z,, R”], 
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and each i. For i and d that satisfy U(r) < I< g(t), f E 1, a(s) < 5((s) ,< M’(S), 
s E 10 and I;: = pi = pi, it follows that z = P(t, Z) and U(S) = Q~(s) 
satisfies u(t) < z < w(f), t E 1, u(s) < u(s) < w(s), s E Z,, respectively, and 
zi = w,(l) = o,(b). From the definition of P,(c, x) we observe that 
IFj - P,(f, .f)[ < cl\/;; enL(r’[“M(r’J(f-b--n’, and hence, 
I( i - P(& f)li ,< & e nL(r)[l+M(r)J(~-b-a) 
(15) 
From the fact that P(f, 5) E 0 and the above relation, we have FE S(J?, r). 
Now, from the definition of Qi@), we observe that 
= y II Q@(s) - %)ll 0 
= sup (Ee n~Cr)[l+M(r)l(s-b-a) 
SEIO 
* 
Gee- 
nL(r)[I iM(r)]a 
(16) 
From the fact that Q~(s) E C/Z,,, L!] and relation (16), we have 
6 E B(C[I,, 01, r). From condition (II) we have 
-+)[I( x - fll + II 24 - 410 1 <JJ(t, x, u) -J#, Xi4 
GWlllx-41 +llu-fillol. (17) 
Now using hypothesis (I) and (15)-( 17) we have 
6$(t) = w;(r) + mL(r)[ 1 + M(r)] e”L’r’~‘+M’r”t’-b-R) 
>A(t, f, Tc7) +.&(t, z, Tu) -j&t; 7-8) 
+ en,r(r)( 1 + M(,.)] x e”Ur)lI +M(r)l(f-b-a) 
>f;:(t, 5, 75) - t(r)11 z - Fjl - L(r) M(r)/1 u - dJ(, 
+ enqr)( 1 + jq,.)] enL(r)ll+M(r)l(f-b~a) 
>J(t, i, T6) + In - 11 &L(r) 
Xe nL(r)[l +YWl(f-b--a) 
+ [n - 11 d(r) M(r) e-nL(r)“+M(r)la >J(t, .F, E), 
for all T and d such that U(f) < f< m(t), r E 1, P(S) < a(s) < E(s), s E I,, and 
Z; = E,(t) = E,(b). Similarly, we get 
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for all f and 6 such that r?(f) < I< W(r), f E I, U(s) < 6(s) < G(s), s E I,, and 
5, = v;(t) = d,(b). Since f?(s) < d(s) ( W(s), for s E I,,, we conclude by 
Theorem 3 that r?(t) < x(t) ( G(t) for t E J. As E is arbitrary, the desired 
result follows by letting E + 0. This proves the theorem. 
4. MONOTONE METHOD 
In this section we use the monotone iterative technique to investigate the 
existence of minima1 and maxima1 solutions of Eq. (1). We need the 
following assumptions in our further discussion: 
(H,) t’, IV E C’ with u(t) & w(t) for r E J and 
u:(t) <fi(& U(f), TV,), L’(s) < g(s)7 SEI,, tEI, 
w:(t) >./& w(t), Tw,), w(s) > 4(S)? SE&,. fE I; 
(Hz) for each 1 < i< n, 
fi(& x, Tu,) -&(t, y, Tu,) > - N,(Xj -vi). 
whenever t(t) <y < x < w(t), t E I, and u,, u2 E C with u2 < u,, where 
Ni > 0 is a constant. 
Remark 3. For u, = u2 = u E C, (H,) yields 
f;:(t, X, To) -fi(f, Yv To) > - Ni(Xi - J’ih 
for v(t) < y < x < w(t), t E I. We note that this relation is equivalent to (i) 
the quasi-monotonicity off(t, x, To) in x for fixed (t, Tu) and (ii) for each i, 
for uj<rj< wj,j#i abd v,,<yi<xi< wi. We also note that in [7], 
properties (i) and (ii) are used to obtain the solution of the Cauchy problem 
by using monotone method. The above remark suggests, however, that the 
simplification of the assumptions in [ 71. 
For any q E C]J, R”j such that u(t) < q(t) Q w(t) on J, we consider the 
equation 
4s) = O(s), SEZ,, fEZ. (18) 
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Clearly, for a given II, Eq. (18) possesses a unique solution x(t) defined on J. 
For each r~ E C[J, R”] such that v(l) ,< v(t) < w(t) on J, define the mapping 
A by 
Ag=x, (19) 
where x is a unique solution of (18). 
Before proving our main result in this section, we need to establish. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that assumptions (H,) and (HJ hold. Then 
(i) ((u, w)) C (u, w); 
(ii) u<Au,w>Aw; 
(iii) A is monotone operator on the segment (v, w). 
Proof Let pi(t) = v,(t) - xi(t). Then p,(s) < 0, s E I,, and for t E I, 
pi(t) = vi(t) -xi(t) 
SA((? u(f)V Tuf) -jXfV V(O* VI) + Ni(xi(O - rliCt)) 
S Ni(Vi(f) - ui(O) + Ni(xi(f) - Vi(O) = --NiPi(Ol 
which implies pi(t) <pi(b) e -Ni’f-b) < 0, for t E I and hence u(t) < x(t) on J. 
Similarly, we can show that x(t) < w(t) on J. This proves (i). From the 
validity of (i), one can conclude that A maps C[J, Q] into C[J, Q] . 
Let Av =y, where 4’ is the unique solution of (18) corresponding to u. 
Setting pi(t) = y,(t) - o,(r) we get pi(s) > 0 for s E I,, and p:(t) 2 -Nipi for 
t E Z, which implies pi(t) > 0 for t E I proving v ,< Au. Similarly, we can 
prove w > Aw, proving (ii). 
To prove (iii), let v, <E C[J, R”] be such that q(r), r(t) E (0, w) and 
q(t) < i(t), t E J. Let Aq = x, and A< = x2. Then setting p,(t) = xii(t) - xzi(t), 
we see that p,(s) = 0 for s E I,, and for t E Z, 
Pi(() = x’,i(f) - xii(f) =f;:((, V(OV TVf) - Ni(xli(O - Vi(O) 
-A((, t(OV T<f) + Ni(x2i(0 - ti(O) S Ni(ti(f) - rli(O) 
+ Ni(x2i(r) - tiCr)) - Ni(xli(t) - ViCt)) = -NiPi(O9 
which yields x,,(t) <x,,(t) for t E I and hence x,(t) <x?(t) for t E J, 
showing that A is monotone. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Lemma 1 implies that the monotone operator A maps the closed, bounded 
and convex set (v, w) into itself. Hence we can define sequences 
v, =Aun-,. w, =Aw,-,, (20) 
where c,, = c and M?~ = W. 
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We can now state and prove our main result in this section on the 
existence of the minimal and the maximal solutions of Eq. (1). 
THEOREMS. Suppose that assumptions (H,) and (H,) hold. Then the 
sequences (u,} and ( wn} defined by (20) converge uniformly and 
monotonically to the minimal and maximal solutions u,,,~“? w,,,. respectively. 
of the Eq. (1) on (~1, w). Thar is, if-x is anv solution of (1) in (L’, ri:;, then 
on J. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, U, _, < U, for n = 1,2 ,.... If x is any solution of (1) 
in (~1, rrl), then LJ < x and Au <Ax = x. This implies u, < x. Since L’< w, then 
by Lemma 1, LJ,, < M’, , and w n+, < w, by the above arguments. Thus (2 1) 
follows where L’,,,~,, and w,,, denote limits of the monotone bounded 
sequences (U,}, (w,), respectively. 
It remains only to show that u,,,~” is a solution of Eq. (1) (with a similar 
argument for wmaX). If u,,,~” is a solution, then it is the minimal solution in 
(c, rv), since u,, < x for all n and any solution x of (1) in (~1, tly). It is easy to 
see that the sequence (v,} converges uniformly on J. By considering the 
integral equation which is equivalent to (18) and using the fact that lim L’,, = 
lim c n-1. it follows that lim L!, = ~1,~” is a solution of (1). This completes te 
proof of the theorem. 
For other interesting recent applications of monotone iterative method to 
ordinary and integral equations we refer the interested readers to 14. 7 J. 
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